
The Story Behind an Artefact: 
Reconstruction Drawings 

Key Stage 2-3 
 

This activity utilises the fascination of finding a small piece of pottery (sherd) and 
imagining what the whole vessel looks like. If you have booked a classroom visit from the 
Archaeological Service the children will already have experienced this when sieving 
artefacts from the soil. 
The idea is to take a sherd and from this redraw what the vessel would have looked like 
when whole: Its shape, size and decoration. 

You will need a variety of pottery sherds which are patterned and colourful (from 
experience this offers more scope for imagination rather than plain pieces).

Collecting these pieces will require a little bit of work but once you have them they can be 
used again and again. Charity shops, car boot sales and reject shops are a good source. 
The pieces do not need to be ‘old’ and a single vessel will give you several pieces once 
you have taken a small hammer to it. You will need to check for sharp edges initially. 
These can be removed by putting the sherds into a bag or tin with some sand and giving 
the whole a shake for a few minutes. 

The discussion for this exercise is important. The idea is not only to get an idea of what 
the complete vessel looks like but to begin to imagine the pattern as an unfolding story 
which you can use for creative writing later. Willow pattern and decoration which contains 
figures or scenes offer an obvious link but more abstract decoration offers the challenge to 
stretch the imagination and let it wander. 



Start by discussing with the group a single piece. Look at the shape. Is this the whole 
vessel or part of it? From the piece we have can we tell what shape it was? (flat, like a 
plate, tall like a cup)  Have we got the rim? Does this give a clue to its size 
(circumference)? Are there any clues to suggest handles, feet or a spout? If not, does this 
mean that they weren’t there or that we can’t be sure? This is an important point. As 
detectives trying to solve the puzzle, the lack of evidence doesn’t mean these features 
were not there but that we can’t be sure. Until we have more evidence these facts will 
remain uncertain; we have to make a sensible guess. 

Once you have discussed the shape 
and purpose of the vessel move on to 
the pattern or decoration. Is it likely to 
cover the whole vessel? If there is 
decoration around the edge is the rest 
of the vessel plain or could there be a 
pattern or picture. If so, what is it like? 
Can we get an idea of the rest of the 
decoration from the style that we 
have?

With the discussion completed the 
children can move on to the drawing. 
Plates are easy as they are basically 
flat but jugs and cups etc. can prove 
tricky because of their three 
dimensional nature. Using the 
reconstruction drawings provided in 
this pack may give some solutions to 
this problem.

Obviously a range of crayons felt tips and paints will offer more choice when trying to 
match the style of decoration. 
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